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Monday, March 25, 2024
Transforming a critical transit corridor
The Broadway Subway project will transform one of the most congested and critical transportation corridors in Metro Vancouver.



	A Highly Complex Port Terminal Expansion

	Building for a climate resilient future

	The legacy of Sen̓áḵw

	UBC hemp building a showcase for low carbon

	A challenging heritage restoration

	
	Designing for patient dignity in Grande Prairie 
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Monday, March 18, 2024
Attracting foreign construction workers
With a shortage of skilled labour in Canada, attracting foreign workers continues to be a priority to spur economic growth.



	Infrastructure investment a go-to in downturn

	Energy sector workforce evolves and expands

	CRE measures up as Canadian economic driver

	8 essentials for worker safety

	Special assessments foreseen as CPI rises

	
	Home owners and builders lack awareness of IAQ health risks
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Monday, January 29, 2024
Top construction trends in 2024
As we kick off 2024, this is a critical time for the construction industry, with new challenges and also opportunities for companies to be nimble



	Protecting contractors from asbestos

	Raising the bar on construction safety

	Retrofits: an overdue climate solution

	Building better requires connected job sites

	Sharing Construction Safety Resources

	
	Setting carbon metrics to achieve climate goals
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Thursday, April 4, 2024
Navigating volatile market conditions
Setting budgets on projects is risky business, particularly with the recent volatile market conditions experienced across Western Canada.



	Transforming a critical transit corridor

	Infrastructure investment a go-to in downturn

	Energy sector workforce evolves and expands

	Banff’s new living street prioritizes pedestrians

	Rebuilding B.C.’s highways for future resiliency

	
	Infrastructure projects spur construction activity
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Tuesday, June 21, 2022
A net zero future for windows
What will new codes and a net zero future mean for glazing and window products? Two speakers share insights at the 2022 FGIA conference.



	Home owners and builders lack awareness of IAQ health risks

	Constructing the future with drones

	5G rollout could bring clutter of antennas

	Pandemic is fast tracking adoption of automation

	Construction predictions for 2021

	
	Design team named for Calgary’s event centre
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Tuesday, June 20, 2023
Setting carbon metrics to achieve climate goals
Setting carbon metrics in future codes and standards is key to fully address meaningful reductions to achieve climate goals.



	Large building retrofits key to decarbonization

	Driving change in the built environment

	Infrastructure investment a go-to in downturn

	Energy sector workforce evolves and expands

	A net zero future for windows

	
	Thinking bigger and taller with mass timber
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Monday, March 18, 2024
Attracting foreign construction workers
With a shortage of skilled labour in Canada, attracting foreign workers continues to be a priority to spur economic growth.



	B.C. housing bill challenges municipalities

	Negligence and dangerously defective work

	The impact of wildfires on project insurance

	Major changes for B.C. Building Code 2024

	Strategies to reduce fire risks on job sites

	
	Collecting payment in uncertain times
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				 	[image: market]Navigating volatile market conditions
Risks and challenges in infrastructure project cost estimations


	[image: broadway transit critical]Transforming a critical transit corridor
The Vancouver Broadway Subway is set to complete in 2026


	[image: foreign]Attracting foreign construction workers
Firms can streamline the hiring process by understanding requirements 


	[image: housing]B.C. housing bill challenges municipalities
Housing affordability crisis tops conversation at ICBA CEO breakfast


	[image: negligence]Negligence and dangerously defective work
Liability not eliminated by contractual allocation of responsibility 
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Industry News
More Industry News
	[image: New heights for Ontario mass timber construction]
Tuesday, April 9, 2024
New heights for Ontario mass timber construction
A promised amendment to Ontario's building code will allow for mass timber buildings of up to 18 storeys, an increase above the current 12-storey threshold..
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Tuesday, April 9, 2024
B.C. launches TradeUpBC to enhance skills
Tradespeople in British Columbia now have access to new and specialized training opportunities through TradeUpBC, an online hub.
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Tuesday, April 9, 2024
New $150M funding for Olympic Village school
A  new $150 million elementary school for the Olympic Village neighbourhood of Vancouver is taking a significant step forward.



	Cedar LNG moves forward with facility construction

	Surrey Bear Creek Stadium grandstand complete

	BC Hydro issues RFP for clean electricity

	
	Design unveiled for Calgary’s Arts Commons Venue

	Edmonton selects team for Capital Line LRT

	Canada pledges $6B housing infrastructure fund



Market Watch
More Market Watch
	[image: Ontario ponders graduate studies at colleges]
Friday, March 8, 2024
Ontario ponders graduate studies at colleges
The Ontario government is considering taking applied technical studies to another level by offering master's degree programs through the provincial community college system.
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Wednesday, February 28, 2024
Indigenous groups form procurement organization
Five national Indigenous economic organizations have created the First Nations Procurement Organization, first of its kind.
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Friday, February 23, 2024
Clean energy projects serve mix of purposes
Clean energy projects present a burgeoning means for Indigenous peoples to assert stewardship of natural resources, nurture sustainable economic growth and curb reliance on fossil fuels.



	Dewalt celebrates 100th anniversary

	Building electrification projects impart lessons

	New council formed to combat labour crisis

	
	New $1 coin features first female engineer

	Global energy appetite eats up efficiency gains

	ASHB now carries banner for smart connectivity



Hot Topics

	[image: wildfires]
Monday, January 15, 2024
The impact of wildfires on project insurance
The growing severity of wildfires in B.C. means insurers are restricting when and where they’ll provide coverage.
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Tuesday, December 26, 2023
Protecting contractors from asbestos
Asbestos abatement contractors who operate in B.C. must be licensed by Jan. 1, 2024.
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Monday, December 11, 2023
Major changes for B.C. Building Code 2024
Accessibility, mass timber, liveability and safety are the focus of major changes coming to the BC Building Code.



	A Highly Complex Port Terminal Expansion

	Raising the bar on construction safety

	Strategies to reduce fire risks on job sites

	
	Building for a climate resilient future

	Retrofits: an overdue climate solution

	Building better requires connected job sites



Most Read
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Thursday, February 15, 2024
Team selected for CSRC at new St. Paul’s Hospital
Providence Health Care has selected Diamond Schmitt Architects and Kirsten Reite Architecture for the Clinical Support and Research Centre (CSRC).
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Tuesday, February 13, 2024
Negligence and dangerously defective work
A recent B.C. court case illuminates the intricate landscape of liability for negligence in construction when the risk level is dangerous.


	[image: Province push ahead on mass timber construction]
Tuesday, January 30, 2024
Provinces push ahead on mass timber construction
British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec have jointly developed proposed code changes that would allow for taller mass timber buildings and more types of occupancy.



	Building electrification projects impart lessons

	Canada rekindling war-time housing plan

	Major changes for B.C. Building Code 2024

	
	Report: high demand for construction in 2024

	Stantec to design billion-dollar battery factory in B.C.

	A Highly Complex Port Terminal Expansion
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	Upcoming EventsULI Spring Meeting
Tuesday, April 9, 2024 to Thursday, April 11, 2024
New York Hilton Midtown
More Details


More Upcoming Events
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